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1. INTRODUCTION 

The most profitable studies of strange meson and - 
strangeonium spectroscopy have been carried out using 

a strange meson beam incident upon a liquid hydrogen 
target. That this should be the case is readily apparent 
from the quark line diagrams of Figures la and lb. In 

- Figure la, the incident valence s quark flows through to 

yield an sii system by means of uii exchange in bhe t 
- channel. The result.ing configuration can correspond to 

_ -- the.sZ ground state (i.e. elastic scagtering). or to orbital 
and/or radial excitations of this state (i.e. the produc- 

tion of strange meson resonances); in particular. Figure 
la represents t.he peripheral production of resonances 

+- which coupk to h A . Figure lb similarly represent,s 
the production of sS states which couple to l<-Ii+ via 
t channel UT exchange with production of a recoil A.- 

In contrast. the peripheral production of the A’-li+ 

-. system from an incident x- with recoil neutron is de- 
scribed by the diagram of Figure lc. Although the t 
channel quark lines cross in this diagram, it is related 

_ through line reversal to the planar diagram of Figure Id, 
and so may be considered on the same footing as Figure 
lb. It follows that, whereas the Ii-K+ mass spectrum 
corresponding to Figure lb would be expected to result 

from the production and decay of mainly 5 3 resonances, 
_. that corresponding to Figure lc should reflect t.he pro- 

duction of mainly UZ states. The observed A’-Ji* mass 
distributions1’2 are shown in Figure 2, and are in com- 
plete accord with this expectation; the spect,rum from 

It’- exhibits d( 1020), fi(l5’5), &(18.50)] and fi(2210)3 

production, whereas t,hat from ‘K- (cross-hatched his- 
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FIGURE 1 
The quark diagrams discussed in the test. 

togram) has clear fi(1270), ~~(1690) and fd(2050) sig 
nals. 
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FIGURE 2 
The I<-li+ mass distribut,ions for incident li- and 

- recoil A (clear histogram, left-hand scale). and for in- 
cident A- and recoil neutron (cross-hat.ched histogram. 

- right-hand scale). 

2. PROGR.4Xl 
The program of this session has been arranged with 

these ideas in mind. The first talk, by Tim Bienz, will 

review results on strangeonium production from LASS. 

John Dowd will then report. on a Pa.rtial Wave Analy- 
sis of the pli+rr- system produced by incident. I<-s 
at the MPS. Unfortunately, there are no other recent 
experiments which use incident kaons to invest.igate pe- 
ripheral meson production. Consequently, the following 
talk by John Drinkard concerning an amplitude analysis 
of the Iirrr system produced in radiative J/t) decay, is 
intended to contrast the amplitude structure found in 
this context with that observed in the li- fixed target 
experiments; this applies also to the analysis of the l<r 
system to be presented later to-day in the Tensor hle- 
son session by Liang-ping Chen. I will then summarize 
the present status of strange meson spectroscopy, with a 
strong emphasis on LASS data, since these have yielded 
the only recent results. Finally Steve Godfrey will spend 
some time sifting through the experiment al wreckage. 
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